CLUB TOKEN WHITEPAPER
an Earth2 project
Disclaimer this is not the offical Earth2 coin or token
this token serves for community issues and is lead by the community CLUB2
V1 2021

Contract address
0x7ffe861bd4b8ed4ea3f8be750e1d81171f7ebedf

How it started & the team behind it
The team started investing in this game 24 days after it went online in
November 2020. We purchased our first tiles and we were so
impressed with the idea behind Earth2. After some months we saw
that the development of the virtual game takes time. The main devs
had problems to payout the community and their resources were very
limited. So we decided to roll out a new project where gamers should
have the possibility to connect crypto currencies with the digital world.
The benefit of cryptocurrency is that you have fast payouts and also
could gain profits if the community is behind this project. So our vision
is to create the first digital token in Earth2 and connect it to the game.
We believe strongly that we will succeed and connect many people to
cryptocurrencies.

Milestones of the project
1. Token Launch
Token launch was on the 3rd of May at 6pm GMT +1
2. Go Live on CMC & Coingecko
We will contact CMC and Coingecko for the Listening to be officially approved as a token.
3. Creating more Farms
Everyone who is not familiar with crypto can buy or farm tiles and we will lead you through
how to receive CLUB tokens. Every week we will release farm locations.
4. Give the farmers the possibility to farm on Pancakeswap
Everyone who want to receive fees and when someone is buying CLUB you need to provide
liquidity to the pool at Pancakeswap – so with this process, you will get passive income.
5. More milestones will come…

Tokenomics
1. Static Rewards are conditional upon the volume of the token being traded. This mechanism aims to alleviate some of the
downward sell pressure put on the token caused by earlier adopters selling their tokens after farming high APY’s.
2. A continuous burn on anyone’s protocol can be nice in the early days, however, this means the burn cannot be finite or controlled
in any way. Having burns controlled by the team and promoted based on achievements helps to keep the community rewarded and
informed.
3. Automatic LP is the secret mechanism of CLUB. Here we have a function that acts as a two-fold beneficial implementation for
holders. First, the contract sucks up tokens from sellers and buyers and adds them to the LP creating a solid price floor. Second, the
penalty acts as an arbitrage resistant mechanism that secures the volume of CLUB as a reward for the holders. In theory, the added LP
creates stability from the supplied LP by adding the tax to the overall liquidity of the token, thus increasing the token’s overall LP and
supporting the price floor of the token. This is different from the burn function of other reflection tokens which is only beneficial in
the short term from the granted reduction of supply.
CLUB TOKEN employs 3 simple functions: Reflection + LP acquisition + Burn-In each trade, the transaction is taxed a 10% fee, which is
split 2 ways.
5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders
5% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into BNB, while the other half of the CLUB tokens are paired automatically
with the previously mentioned BNB and added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap.
Tokenomic:
50% Will be burned
50% For Tiles and the community
100% of the liquidity will be locked

Connection to a virtual reality game
Goal of Earth2 virtual game
Earth 2 is a futuristic concept for a second
earth; a metaverse, between virtual and
physical reality in which real-world
geolocations on a sectioned map
correspond to user generated digital virtual
environments. These environments can be
owned, bought, sold, and in the near future
deeply customized.
A virtual 1:1 scale version of Earth is
inevitable and Earth 2 is the beginning of
this exciting future. Phase 1 is now live and
represents the central global body that aims
to determine ownership of digital assets
and property inside this futuristic virtual
metaverse of Earth.

Vision of CLUB token
We aim for CLUB to be the beginning of the
Earth’s community token which has
connection to NFTs and is tradable on
exchanges. We plan on rolling out phases
over coming months and years that will
work toward this final goal and will also
keep our CLUB2 community interested and
interacting with the token from the
beginning. Imagine owning land and having
a connection between virtual land and the
community token were you can exchange
and have connection between each tiles.
Our goal is to make it possible to have any
art of connection between an virtual reality
world and crypto.

